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is for a commercial or a non-commercial purpose. The second factor involves determining whether the work is fiction or drama, nonfiction, educational, or factual. The third factor looks at the amount of material that is used, while the fourth is concerned with whether the use of the work will impair the market for the original material. A good place to find information on the four factors is Georgia Harper’s Copyright Crash Course Website.

Although no single factor is given more weight in determining whether Fair Use applies, the most pressing questions that for-profit educational institutions must ask are whether the nature of the use is commercial and the character of the use. In a for-profit environment, the nature of the use will always be commercial. The principle cases on commercial use are American Geophysical Union et al. v. Texaco, Inc., Basic Books, Inc. v. Kinko’s Copies, and Princeton University Press et al. Michigan Document Services.

In the case of American Geophysical Union et al. v. Texaco, Inc., the Texaco corporate library copied articles and sent them to scientists. The American Geophysical Union, a publisher of journals, sued Texaco for copyright violation. The District Court found that there was no fair use of the materials, and the Court of Appeals affirmed this decision. The decision of the appellate court is only binding law in the 2nd Circuit, which covers New York, Connecticut, and Vermont. However, the Court of Appeals decision has been cited many times, not only by lower courts, but also by the U.S. Supreme Court. Several other circuits have adopted the reasoning, including the 6th Circuit in the Michigan Document Services case. Thus, the Court of Appeals decision is currently the most authoritative statement governing fair use in a for-profit setting. According to the opinion, “courts will not sustain a claimed defense of fair use when the secondary use can fairly be characterized as a form of ‘commercial exploitation,’ i.e., when the copier directly and exclusively acquires conspicuous financial rewards from its use of the copyrighted material.”

Two other important cases involved making the course packs so commonly used by academic faculty. The Kinko’s and Michigan Document Services cases involved making copies that were going to be used for educational purposes in not-for-profit universities. Nonetheless, both cases held that the commercial nature of the businesses, and the fact that these copies were subsequently sold, meant that the copy shops needed permission to duplicate in order to avoid copyright infringement. It did not matter that the materials were being put to an educational use. The commercial nature of the copy shops meant that Fair Use did not apply.

The course pack cases also pertain to copying for library reserves. As a result of the Texaco case, a proprietary (private for-profit) educational institution such as the University of Phoenix would have to obtain copyright permission in order to make copies, even though a nonprofit educational institution such as the University of Arizona could do the same thing, and the duplication would be considered fair use. (But, of course, there are other questions related to the use of electronic reserves.)

Because the use is considered commercial, the amount of material that can be displayed, performed, or reproduced for class is very limited. At this point, I would not recommend using films, music, or any other type of performances without obtaining permission. Similarly, reproducing copyrighted material as handouts would probably also be problematic, due to the for-profit status of the institution. I advise for-profit universities to obtain permission before reproducing materials, placing items on reserve in the library, or performing works in class.

**Display of Copyrighted Works**

Remember that displaying works is different from performing or reproducing them. This usually takes the form of charts, tables, graphs, and photographs which have been projected. In order to determine whether these items may be displayed in class, the Fair Use factors should be considered. We already know that the use is commercial, but it may still be possible to claim Fair Use if one of the other factors are in your favor.

The amount of work used and the effect on potential market are often considered together. Number three asks how much was used, and number four looks at whether this use would substitute for people buying the copyrighted item. Impairment of value is usually but not always related to the use of a substantial portion of the copyrighted work. However, in one instance the publication of a 300-word excerpt from a 454-page book was found to have limited the potential market for the book and led to cancellation of a major contract.

The case of Harper & Row, Publishers, Inc. v. Nation Enterprises involved the autobiography of former president Gerald Ford. When President Ford wrote his autobiography, The Nation magazine published an article about the book and included an unauthorized excerpt of about 300 words. Under normal circumstances, this short excerpt would not be considered to be substantial. However, in this case, the part that was quoted was the part that dealt with Ford’s decision to pardon ex-President Richard Nixon. This portion of the book was described as being among “the most interesting and moving parts of the entire manuscript.” Some have even said...
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annual copyright license covers electronic copies made to accompany regulatory filings, however. A corporate library also could seek to have these copies covered in its license agreements with publishers,

QUESTION: A library recently had a visit from a contemporary children’s author and wants to create a Webpage with information about her and her works as represented in one of the library’s collections. The dust jacket images are eye-catching and would greatly enhance the Webpage. Is it permissible to use these images or must the library seek permission?

ANSWER: The library would need permission to use the dust jacket images. The author is unlikely to hold the copyright in the jacket art unless she is also the artist, but she may be able to help the library obtain permission by working through her publisher. The publisher itself may not own the copyright in the artwork, but often the publisher only contracts with the artist to use the artwork on the jacket. In this situation, the publisher could not grant permission to the library to use the images on the Website. The publisher could help to identify the artist and locate him or her, however.

QUESTION: When an academic library obtains a copy of an article for use through interlibrary loan, may it place an electronic copy of the article on a password protected Website for the user to retrieve rather than placing a copy of the article in the campus mail or emailing it to the user? If so, how long may the library leave it on the Website for retrieval?

ANSWER: Many libraries have adopted this practice even though the current section 108 of the Copyright Act does not envision such activity since it was adopted for an analog world. On the other hand, only one user can retrieve the article, and one could argue that it is the equivalent of delivering one photocopy of the article to the user.

Articles should remain available on the Website for only a limited time such as one to three weeks. A user would be alerted that the article is available on the Website with a single user password and that it will remain available for only X number of days. After that time, the article would be deleted even if the user has not yet retrieved it.

Legally Speaking Endnotes
1. Many thanks to Jack Montgomery for helping me edit this article. He made some excellent suggestions, and for that I am grateful. However, any mistakes that you find are entirely mine.
4. Smith & Woody at 223.
5. In fact, § 110(2) specifies that they be nonprofit accredited institutions [emphasis added].
10. Carson at 98.
18. Texaco at 922.
28. Feist at 347.
29. Feist at 347.
30. Feist at 347.

In 2003, Dorling Kindersley (DK) published Grateful Dead: The Illustrated Trip (Illustrated Trip), a cultural history of — you guessed it — The Grateful Dead with a double-entendre on LSD.

Incredibly, this is a 480-page coffee table book! I’ll pause while you let that sink in. And then of course you’ll naturally ask, do Deadheads own coffee tables?

No, of course not. They live in VW vans. This is for all those Bourgeois Bohemians of the Boomer generation who are tort lawyers and software moguls but still live in memory of a romanticized rebellious past.

Anyhow, there are 2,000 images in the book. A typical page is a collage of images and graphic art with explanatory text.

Bill Graham is — can you guess? Bill Graham and the Family Dog? Does that ring any bells? Of course it does. Bill (né Wolfgang Grajonca) was the acid rock concert promoter who hosted the non-stop 1965-70 party at the Fillmore Theatres (East and West) and Winterland — the church of rock ‘n roll. And that means all that poster art for the Paul Butterfield Blues Band, Jefferson Airplane, Buffalo Springfield, Big Brother and the Holding Company, et al. Bill has now passed on to that psychedelic party in the sky, but Bill Graham Archives (BGArchives), presumably belonging to his heirs, continues to make money off the sale of posters, original concert tickets, and of course, T-shirts.

It’s America after all. As a software mogul, you’ll want to decorate your summer McMansion in Vermont with this stuff. And of course wear one of the shirts when you drive the Range Rover to Starbucks.

BGArchives claims copyright in seven of the concert posters in Illustrated Trip. DK tried to negotiate a license, but there was no meeting of the minds. DK went forward with publication. Note, that the seven posters are significantly reduced in size and have captions describing the concerts in question.

BGArchives made post-publication demands which were rejected, and then sued under the Copyright Act of 1976, 17 U.S.C. § 101 et seq. Each side moved for summary judgment on the issue of fair use, that statutory exception to copyright infringement. BGA lost in the district court, and hence this appeal. So let’s look at those fair use factors.

Fair or What?

I. Purpose and Character of Use


The district court found the posters were originally ... well ... posters. But Illustrated Trip is a biographical work. Placing images in chronological order on a 30-year timeline is transformatively different from tacking them on a telephone pole to advertise a concert.

Curiously, the poster images of this famous era were themselves extremely transformative, using out of copyright images of Franz Stuck, Alphonse Mucha, L’Assiette au Beurre, and the Jugend School. Which is to say, almost none of them were actually original art.

BGArchive of course challenged this, arguing that the images were not transformed unless each was accompanied by comment or criticism. See 17 U.S.C. § 107 (stating that fair use is “transformative.”)

2. Nature of the Copyrighted Work

Yes, it is established that fair use can protect the use of copyrighted material in biographies and other forms of historic scholarship, criticism and comments require original source material to properly treat their subjects. “Much of our fair use case law has been generated by the use of quotation in biographies ...” Am. Geophysical Union v. Texaco, Inc., 60 F.3d 913, 932 (2d Cir. 1994).

And that goes for pop culture — the glory days of the Fillmore — as well as a biography — Millard Fillmore: The Twin Peaks Prods., Inc. v. Pubn’s Int’l Ltd., 996 F.2d 1366, 1374 (2d Cir. 1993). (noting that a work that comments about “pop culture” is not removed from the scope of Section 107 simply because it is not erudite).

The Second Circuit found that the posters originally had a dual purpose of artistic expression and promotion. In Illustrated Trip, the images are historic artifacts marking particular concerts where ... well, who can remember exactly what went on at a Dead concert. But this is separate and distinct from the original purpose and thus is transformative. See Elvis Presley Enters., Inc. v. Passport Video. 349 F.3d 622, 629-29 (9th Cir. 2003) (find the use of short clips of Elvis performances are transformative when they are short and a voice-over discusses Elvis’ career).

This holding is bolstered by the manner of DK’s display. The images were reduced in size so that a mere glimpse of their expressive value is discernible. And they were combined with text, timeline and original art work to form a blended collage, enriching the presentation of the cultural history and not exploiting the artwork for commercial gain. Plus, in a 480-page book, there are only seven contested images.

Yes, Illustrated Trip was published with the aim of making a profit. But the “crux of the profit/nonprofit distinction is not whether the sole motive of the use is monetary gain but whether the user stands to profit from exploitation of the copyrighted material without paying the customary price.” Harper & Row Publishers, Inc. v. Nation Enters., 471 U.S. 539, 562 (1985). Which is to say they weren’t selling posters or a poster book.

So DK wins on that one.

2. Nature of the Copyrighted Work

Poster art is right at the core of protected creative expression. This would weigh in favor of the copyright holder. But when you’ve got a transformed work, the second factor is not “likely to help much in separating the fair use sheep from the infringing goats.” See Campbell, 510 U.S. at 586.
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